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Abstract

Youth Sportainment Plaza is a container for youth socialization activity that include some facility like sport (street sport), everyday entertainment such as cinema, bookstore and library, music shop, and also café and restaurant which is all refers to positive characteristic. This object basically made because of utilization in commercial land in educational area that taking place in Veteran street Malang, also to give benefit for the town as an open green places. This object is some commercial one which is can be use to contain necessity of assemle, sport activity, and entertainment for youth people who studying in this area with also not disapproved of city land use.

Application of dynamic topic in object based on and applicable in 4 important things that is image, comfortably, circulation, and interaction. Dynamic, which is taken as a topic in design, that applicable in form, space and design pattern integrated with human and local culture expected to be an icon in human eyes and also can symbolizing a youth spirit and expression as a user of the object, other else could give back the positive energy from dullness because of routine activity.